
FB Ad Clone Bonus for Tim Atkinson's FB Ad Clone Software Has Been Released
FB Ad Clone Bonus for Tim Atkinson's FB Ad Clone Software program has been released by 
http://fbadclonereview.org.  This bonus program highlights some of the missing features of the FB Ad 
Clone software.

FB Ad Clone bonus has just been released by FBAdCloneReview.org for Tim Atkinson's new FB Ad 
Clone Software.  This ultimate FB Ad Clone bonus is centered around providing people that over the 
top value for taking action on FB Ad Clone.

The owners of FBAdCloneReview.org believe so strongly in Tim Atkinson and his new FB Ad Clone 
software that they have put together and insane bonus program for those that purchase the program 
through FbAdCloneReview.org.

This FB Ad Clone bonus contains 4 different bonuses.  

The first FB Ad Clone bonus is a Kindle Fire.  FbAdCloneReview.org will be giving 1 Kindle Fire 
away for every 5 FB Ad Clone programs purchased with the one time offer upsell.  Get all the details at 
FBAdCloneReview.org.

The second bonus for Tim Atkinson's program is 30 days of email coaching.  We will provide 30 days 
of coaching via email.  The goal being to help people build their business.  Specifically with regards to 
marketing and seo.

The third bonus is a full optimized SEO blog.  This bonus is very powerful.  People will get their own 
fully optimized SEO blog that is designed to bring in massive amounts of traffic.

The last bonus for Tim Atkinson's FB Ad Clone software is a mystery bonus.  Not to stay mysterious, 
but this bonus is very secretive.  It is something that has been tested to drive lots of free visitors to any 
website one would like.  For now that's all that will be said.  

To get the full details on the bonus please visit FBAdCloneReview.org.

For those who wish to buy the program and are looking for our complete bonus package should go to 
http://fbadclonereview.org/ultimate-fb-ad-clone-bonus

For those wanting a complete review of the program can visit http://fbadclonereview.org/fb-ad-clone-
review
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